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Children's Books
Answers Book for Kids SERIES

Dinosaurs for Kids

Ken Ham

Ken Ham

$8.00 each
These colourful little books with easy
to read format provides children 6 - 12
years old with answers to important
questions that they may be asking.
Hardcover, 48 pages, full colour.

Available in this Series
Volume 1 – Creation and the Fall
Volume 2 – Dinosaurs and the Flood of Noah
Volume 3 – God and the Bible
Volume 4 – Sin, Salvation and the Christian Life
Volume 5 – Space and Astronomy
Volume 6 – Babel and the Ice Age
Volume 7 – Evolution and “Millions of Years”

Bugs: Big and Small God Made Them All
Will Zinke

$18.00
Unique design features of various
intriguing and beautiful insects point to
the work of God, the Creator. Amazing
photography!
Hardcover, 80 pages, full colour.

Days 1 - 7
Russell Grigg

$4.00
This magazine style booklet provides
a guide to what God did on each day
of the Creation Week. Fun and
interesting for children aged 10-13.
Paperback, 29 pages, full colour.

$15.00
Within these pages kids will uncover the
facts about dinosaur history from the
Creation to recent discoveries. From
where dinosaurs lived to what scientists
assume they know about these great
creatures, dinosaurs have never been
this exciting, revealing and simply amazing!
Hardcover, 64 pages, full colour.

Dinosaurs of Eden
Ken Ham

$15.00
This completely revised edition of a
popular book for young children,
features dinosaurs in the Garden of
Eden and in the wider world prior to
Noah's flood. Even in the post-flood
world some dinosaurs no doubt survived
and these are included in the text and illustrations.
Hardcover, 64 pages, full colour.

One Big Family
Gary and Francis Bates
$10.00
The Bible’s true account of history,
that all people everywhere are closely
related, and are made in the image of
their Creator is one of the most
heartwarming and affirming
messages than any person can hear.
This book tells the story of our true
human origins and the first family—
Adam and Eve. Hardcover, 47 pages, full colour.

Science for Kids SERIES
ICR Authors
$10.00 each
The younger set (ages kindergarten to grade five) really love information about
science that is at their level. Fun illustrations and youthful descriptions of the issues
are totally ideal for this audience! Paperback, 111-121 pages, full colour.
Available in this Series
Animals by Design
Dinosaurs: God’s Mysterious Creatures
Earth: Our Created Home
Space: God’s Majestic Handiwork

Introductory Level Books (Teen – Adult)
The Creation Answers Book

Guide to… SERIES

Don Batten et al.
$15.00
This very readable and well documented
book answers over 20 important
questions that many people ask
concerning Genesis.
Who is God,
techniques to date events, human
relationships, questions concerning the
flood, the ice age, fossils, and distant starlight in a
young universe. Satisfying to read. Paperback, 265
pages, black and white illustrations.

Institute for Creation Research Scientists $18.00 each
This excellent series of books are certain
to change children who do not like
"science" into eager learners. Beautifully
illustrated with important information that
has been laid out in an attractive way.
Hardcover, 115 - 122 pages, full colour.
Available in this Series
Guide to Creation Basics
Guide to Dinosaurs
Guide to God’s Animals
Guide to the Human Body
Guide to the Universe

The Design and Complexity of the Cell
Jeffery P. Tomkins
$15.00
Dr. Jeffrey Tomkins and his contributing
colleagues document and help explain
the intricate processes of cells, and give
keen insight for (clearly seeing) the
obvious hand of the Creator in the "things
that are made" (Romans 1:20).
Hardcover, 129 pages, full colour.

Exploring SERIES
$14.00 each
These are fascinating books for junior
high readers. Thought provoking
questions at the end of each chapter
make these books wonderful for
interactive learning.
Paperback, 140-163 pages, line drawings.
Available in this Series
Exploring Planet Earth (John Tiner)
Exploring The History of Medicine (John Tiner)
Exploring The World Around You (Gary Parker)
Exploring the World of Astronomy
Exploring The World of Biology (John Tiner)
Exploring The World of Chemistry (John Tiner)
Exploring The World of Mathematics (John Tiner)
Exploring The World of Physics (John Tiner)

New!

Taking Back Astronomy
Dr. Jason Lisle
$18.00
The author shows that the popular idea
of billions of years is unnecessary and
that one need only look to the Creator to
explain the orgin of the universe. Filled
with fascinating photographs and
illustrations for easy comprehension.
Hardcover, 125 pages, full colour.

Wonders of Creation Series
$16.00 each
This series answers important questions
in exciting ways. These high-quality
books have been developed for multilevel teaching with special colour coding
for 3 skill levels. Filled with full-colour
pictures and illustrations for the
classroom, independent study or homeschool settings.
Hardcover, 80 – 96 pages, full colour.
Available in this Series
The Archaeology Book (David Down)
The Astronomy Book (Jonathan Henry)
The Ecology Book (Tom Hennigan and Jean Lightner)
The Fossil Book (Gary and Mary Parker)
The Geology Book (John Morris)
The Mineral Book (David McQueen)
The Ocean Book (Frank Sherwin)
The Weather Book (Michael Oard)

Wonderful and Bizarre Life Forms in Creation
Jerry Bergman
$22.00 each
Paperback, 138 pages, full colour.
This collection of amazing and bizarre forms of life illustrates the enormous variety in
God's creation. The selection was difficult to make from over two million available
choices, but included are some of the more popular animals, such as the panda and
the koala. Covered are not only some background of lifeforms, but also the serious
problems each of them presents for evolution, which in most cases are lethal for
Darwin's theory.

Intermediate Level Books (High School to Adult)
The Big Argument: Does God Exist?

Creation Basics and Beyond

John Ashton and Michael Westacott
$15.00
Today, some of the world's best minds -- in
a variety of disciplines -- grapple with
whether there is any real purpose to our
lives. Yet not only do many scientists
believe in the God who created us with
purpose, they also understand that what
we do in the here and now has consequences in the
next life. In this volume scientists discuss everything
from archaeology to cosmology, philosophy and the
human body. Paperback, 403 pages.

Henry Morris III et al
$15.00
An In-Depth Look at Science, Origins, and Evolution
Top-notch
authors
provide
welldocumented and clear discussion on
many topics of concern to Christians. The
first section focuses on worldview issues
and the Bible, the second on created
kinds, the third on flood geology, the fourth
on dinosaurs and man, and the fifth on creation of the
cosmos. Good reading and good insights!! Paperback,
384 pages.

By Design

The Divine Challenge

Jonathan Sarfati
$16.00
A great discussion on the significance of
design, from the wonders of some
marvelous creatures, to intricate
biochemical systems, and the issues
connected to predators and disease.
Recommended for interested adults and
all who enjoy fascinating details of the creation.
Hardcover, 260 pages, black and white illustrations.

John Byl

Coming to Grips With Genesis

Evolution's Achilles' Heels (Book)

Terry Mortenson and Thane H. Ury (Editors)
$15.00
This is a scholarly volume which provides
a welcome defence of a straightforward
reading of the early chapters of Genesis.
This volume is particularly interesting as it
demonstrates how the concept of long
ages affects our understanding of the
whole Bible. Written for academics and seminary
students, but of interest to people like you and me.
Paperback, 486 pages.

The Dark Side of Charles Darwin
Jerry Bergman
$12.00
Learn more about the man who plotted to
"murder God" by changing the dominant,
and biblical, worldview of the time. Look
beyond the public facade to the deeply
troubling man within. Paperback, 256
pages, black and white.

$15.00
The concepts of math are either eternal
truths in the mind of God or ideas
manufactured by man. The author
examines the philosophical foundations of
math and physics from a Biblical
perspective contrasted with a secular
perspective. The divine challenge to
mankind is to explain everything without recourse to the
supernatural. Paperback, 317 pages.

Robert Carter (editor)
$15.00
Few discussions at this level are as
attractively presented as in this new book.
Nine scientists discuss fatal flaws in
evolutionary explanations. They make
technical material user friendly and
interesting! The topics include population
genetics, DNA and molecular machines, origin of life,
the fossil record, the geological record, radiometric
dating, cosmology and lastly ethical issues such as
social Darwinism. Recommended for readers who have
an interest in up to date information (somewhat
technical) on issues concerning origins.
Ideal
reference for students heading to post secondary
studies. Paperback, 272 pages, full colour.

Evolution's Blunders, Frauds & Forgeries
Jerry Bergman
$18.00
Are you looking for an entertaining and
interesting book? Look no further! The
author spent two decades compiling the
research for this new book. It so happens
that many so-called proofs of evolution in
past generations turned out to be
completely in error. Yet these so-called
findings were the foundation upon which
general acceptance of evolution was based. A skeptical
attitude to these pronouncements would have avoided
a lot of grief for science! This is a lesson for us today.
Paperback, 320 pages, black and white.

The Greatest Hoax on Earth?
Jonathan Sarfati
$15.00
The author considers the arguments of
arch-atheist Richard Dawkins and he
shows that Biblical creation makes more
sense of the issues than does Dawkins'
materialism. Paperback, 336 pages, line
drawings.

How Darwinism Corrodes Morality
Jerry Bergman
$22.00
The author demonstrates how certain
passionate Darwinists managed to
transform the values and customs of
society from morals based on JudeoChristian understanding to a rejection of
standards of any kind. Clearly Darwinian
views matter! Every pastor, seminary student, teacher
and thinking adult needs to read this book. Paperback,
312 pages, black and white illustrations.

How Should Christians Approach Origins
John Byl and Tom Goss
$5.00
Has science disproven the plain reading of
the Bible, particularly concerning origins?
This booklet explores the nature of
science and the influence of definitions of
this discipline.
It shows how basic
Christian doctrines are grounded in the
historicity of Biblical events. It defends the traditional,
plain sense reading of Genesis. (For shippiing of this
title only, add $2.00). Paperback, 42 pages.

Inspiration from Creation:
How Engineers are Copying God’s Designs
Stuart Burgess and Dominic Statham
$12.00
Contrary to the evolutionary view that
predicts sloppy design in nature,
engineers are finding amazing natural
solutions for many of our technological
problems. With a resume that includes
designing machines for industry, medicine
and space exploration, Drs. Burgess and Statham
share some interesting insights into the design process.
Paperback, 129 pages full colour.

In the Beginning Was Information
Werner Gitt
$10.00
In this fascinating book, the author provides us with new
appreciation for the Creation and for the
Bible. The author probes what information
is, where it comes from and what it
accomplishes. Recommended for adults
with an interest in science, mathematics
and linguistics. Paperback, 256 pages.

Keeping Faith in an Age of Reason:
Refuting Alleged Bible Contradictions
Jason Lisle

$18.00
A favourite tactic of Bible critics is to claim
that there are errors and contradictions in
Scripture. Dr. Lisle of Institute for Creation
Research provides answers for 420 such
claims. He also indicates the kind of fallacy
each critical attack involves. A very handy
reference!! Paperback, 254 pages.

No Christian Silence on Science
Margaret Helder
$14.00
This is a "how to" book, how to evaluate scientific
pronouncements and so called facts and
how to avoid being overwhelmed by
secular
or
theistic
evolutionary
arguments. The book's objective is to
show that science, when critically
evaluated, does not threaten a biblical
understanding of how we came to be here. Paperback,
116 pages, black and white illustrations.

No Christian Silence on Science
Companion Study Guide
Margaret Helder
$5.00
A user-friendly guide explaining the
significance of each chapter, key
concepts
questions
with
detailed
answers, resources (many available
online)
and
extension
project
suggestions. Booklet, 36 pages.

Persuaded by the Evidence

Replacing Darwin: The New Origin of Species

Doug Sharp and Jerry Bergman (editors)
$14.00
This book includes interesting personal
accounts of the events which led 33
individuals to reject evolution theory and
embrace the creation model and how this
impacted their lives. Also the backgrounds
of the founding fathers of the creation
movement are included. Paperback, 288 pages.

Nathaniel T. Jeanson
$25.00
What Darwin knew about biology was so
meager compared to what we know
today. Dr. Nathaniel Jeanson, recently
graduated from Harvard in cell biology,
demonstrates that Darwin did not know
enough to provide a platform for our
understanding of nature. The author discusses how
there are abundant data that best fit ideas of created
kinds and recent creation rather than gradual evolution.
A really interesting discussion of what ‘survival of the
fittest’ does and does not accomplish. Hardcover, 335
pages, colour as well as black and white.

Pocket Guide Series
Answers in Genesis
$6.00 each
Authors, expert on these issues, provide
interesting introductions to the topics.
Illustrations enhance the text intended for
ages 12 and up.
Paperback, 96 pages, black and white.
Available in this Series
Pocket Guide to A Young Earth
Pocket Guide to Charles Darwin
Pocket Guide to Dinosaurs
Pocket Guide to Global Warming
Pocket Guide to Noah’s Ark
Pocket Guide to the Global Flood
Pocket Guide to the Human Body

Glass House:
Shattering the Myth of Evolution
Ken Ham and Bodie Hodge (eds)
$14.00
Experts, like Drs. David Menton,
Nathaniel Jeanson and Georgia Purdom,
expose flaws in popular evolutionary
arguments including the horse sequence,
human chromosome 2, whale fossils,
dinosaur-to-bird-arguments and more.
Cutting edge layman level discussion
recommended for teens to adults. Brand new title!
Paperback, 350 pages.

Thousands Not Billions
Donald B. DeYoung
$14.00
Bring yourself up to date on the exciting
results of the latest research on
radiometric dating. Discussions on this
topic need not be reserved only for
scientists themselves. This non-technical
discussion of the RATE project is written
with the interested adult in mind.
Paperback, 200
pages.

The Ultimate Proof of Creation
Jason Lisle

$14.00
Readers will enjoy the insights on how to
analyze and defend themselves against
arguments for evolution. With practice on
examples provided, they will feel a lot more
confident in discussions with others.
Paperback, 254 pages

Genetic Entropy
John Sanford
$20.00
Genetic Entropy presents compelling scientific
evidence that the genomes of all living creatures
are slowly degenerating - due to the accumulation
of slightly harmful mutations. The author considers
the implications of what we now know concerning
the rate of mutations within the genetic inheritance
of people. The direction of change within the
population does not look good for evolutionary
hopes and expectations.

DVDs
Evolution's Achilles' Heels (DVD)

God of Wonders (DVD)

Creation Ministries International
$18.00
Exceptionally well illustrated, with
interesting commentary by 15 well
qualified scientists, this DVD is
guaranteed to fascinate and inform.
Some of the eight topics will be more
interesting than others to individual
viewers, but this is not surprising when the topics cover
everything from biology to geology to physics and
astronomy. There is plenty of Christian commentary
which highlights the significance of each issue.
Younger viewers (for example high school) won't
understand everything, but it will serve as an
introduction to the issues. Subtitles in 16 languages can
be selected. 96 minutes.

Eternal Productions
$15.00
This is a breathtaking tour of God's
creation wonders, from the vastness of
space to the intricate beauty of snow
crystals, the complexity of DNA and the
wonders of biology. Great for young and
old alike! 85 minutes.

Inspiration from Creation:
How Engineers are Copying God’s Designs
(DVD)
Stuart Burgess and Dominic Statham
$10.00
Contrary to the evolutionary view that
predicts sloppy design in nature,
engineers are finding amazing natural
solutions for many of our technological
problems. With a resume that includes
designing
machines
for
industry,
medicine and space exploration, Drs. Burgess and
Statham share some interesting insights into the design
process. 65 minutes

Flight (DVD)
Illustra Media

$15.00
This DVD demonstrates not only the
wonderful design of birds in general, but
also the richness and variety that we find
among these creatures. Filmed on three
continents, and featuring dramatic scenes
of birds in flight, and interesting
discussion, this is certain to appeal to all. 62 minutes.

Metamorphosis
Illustra Media

$18.00
The Beauty and Design of Butterflies
From caterpillars to the amazing details
of what happens in the chrysalis, to
astonishing details of the Monarch
butterflies’ migration patterns, this DVD
is certain to provide new insights, even
to nature lovers. Spectacular insights
into wonderful design. 64 minutes

Origin:
Unlocking the Mystery of Life (DVD)
Illustra Media

$18.00
With spectacular computer animation and
cutting-edge research, Origin examines a
question that has baffled science for
centuries: how did life on Earth begin?
Today, most researchers insist it arouse
through simple chemistry that - without
direction or plan - transformed non-living matter into the
first living cell. Origin exposes the flaws of materialistic
theories and points clearly to intelligence and mind. 47
minutes.

Your Origins Matter (DVD)
Jason Lisle

$12.00
What we believe about orgins has
consequences. In this presentation Jason
Lisle discusses the importance, truth and
relevance of Genesis. 61 minutes.
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